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1. Introduction 
The B-BS, Behaviour-Based Safety, or Security Based on Behaviours, is the application 
of the science of applied behaviour analysis to issues of safety in the workplace. The 
issues include all employees from the front-line to the boardroom and involve 
architecture, equipment, management systems, work processes and management and 
employee behaviours. Those “well over 80% of accidents” occur because of 
inappropriate behaviour and not due to lack of equipment or unsafe conditions. Thus is 
it evident that there is an enormous potential for a methodology that is designed to 
obtain the execution of constant safe behaviour.  
 
Currently B-BS is the most effective method to reduce accidents at work, via the 
reduction or elimination of unsafe behaviours and actions. 
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2. Chapter: Transfer and adoption of B-BS best 
practices from land based domain to marine domain 

2.1. Methodological introduction 
Safety at work is the subject of continuous debates, studies and research. However, 
only recently we have begun to understand that the development of physical structures 
and protection barriers is necessary, but not sufficient, to achieve a real breakthrough in 
the reduction of injuries, occupational diseases and environmental disasters.  
 
In a paper by the United Steelworkers in the early 2000’s, Behaviour-Based Safety is 
described as “a variety of programs that focus on worker behaviour as the cause for 
almost all workplace accidents”. This definition of Behaviour-Based Safety stems from 
facts from a large number of articles. Behaviour-Based Safety is said to have begun 
with the research conducted by Herbert William Heinrich, who worked for a Traveller’s 
Insurance Company in the early thirties. He reported that roughly 90% of all accidents, 
injuries, and illnesses were the result of what he called “worker errors”. Given Heinrich’s 
conclusion that worker error is the major cause of accidents, it is easy to see how 
companies began to blame employees for having an accident or for causing one. 
Because of this focus, many of the early safety programs concentrated on stopping 
unsafe behaviour through negative consequences. Of course, unions objected to such 
approaches, just as they should. It is also interesting that although Heinrich’s data 
focused the field of industrial safety on the behaviour of employees as the cause of 
accidents, he was personally more interested in removing obstacles to safety than 
changing the behaviours that caused accidents, the very thing that unions want in 
safety. Following the publication of Heinrich’s book, Industrial Accident Prevention: A 
Scientific Approach, companies began to take a more systematic approach to analysing 
accident data. 
 
However, there was nothing behavioural in his “scientific approach”. His interest was in 
analysing accident data and not in changing it. This is not to minimise Heinrich’s 
contribution to the systematic study of safety, but he is not in the lineage of modern 
Behaviour-Based Safety. These discoveries were not enough to make all the safety 
actors aware of the importance of an approach based on the scientific laws of 
behaviour, rather than on the development of physical and technical tools. So, they 
focused mainly on the technical side of safety, to make machineries intrinsically more 
secure in order to prevent the so-called “human errors”.  
 

2.2. The need for a scientific approach to safety 
In the inappropriate definition of “Human Error” we can perceive a defect in the scientific 
background due to a naïve approach to the problem of safety: no natural science would 
ever define a natural event such as “wrong”. The concept of error presupposes a form 
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of voluntary human actions, with a scope and caused by a future outcome. Such a term 
may belong to the common language of disciplines such as philosophy or religion, 
however, it cannot take place in the rigorous language of any scientific discipline. 
Biologists don’t consider bacterial infection as a “mistake” of nature, just like a geologist 
won’t believe that a landslide is a “failure” of the mountain. For the scientist there are no 
right or wrong actions. There are only behaviours characterised by a probability of their 
occurrence. On the other hand, no scientist could define the removal of a security guard 
as a crime, and he would never seek a culprit to identify the origin of that action. Terms 
such as crime and guilt belong to the language of law that is based on ethical issues, 
but not on the laws of nature. The scientist does not perform inspections, he just 
performs measurements; he does not apportion blame for accidents, but he looks for 
their causes. According to common sense, this scientific language could seem aseptic, 
or even arid. However, the reason for the success of the inductive method lies in the 
research of the relationship between dependent and independent variables that is 
typical of natural, empirical, Galilean sciences. The science that investigates behaviour 
is the Behaviour Analysis, whose specific application in the field of industrial safety is 
called Behaviour-Based Safety, the protocol for measurement and modification of safety 
behaviours. Unlike other methods and techniques, the success of Behaviour-Based 
Safety is due to the fact that this method is evidence-based. Those who apply the B-BS 
have to stick to the discoveries of this discipline, as the medical doctors have to adopt 
(for legal reasons too) only those methods and protocols that are validated by the 
international scientific community. 
 

2.3. Before B-BS approach 
Before B-BS approach, the industrial experience argued that, in theory, security or 
insecurity, are the result of the interaction of a large number of factors, of which the 
individual behaviour is only one, and not even the most important. Workers’ behaviour 
was considered the least decisive of all, because the worker is the last link in the chain 
in the complex mechanism in which the employer and management decisions are made 
(about organisation, equipment, plants, etc.).  
 
The injury is considered to be the ultimate consequence of a series of events and 
situations in which the behaviour of the worker is not analysed. Therefore, in the wake 
of increasing public attention to these types of events, before the mid-70s onwards, 
theoretical and methodological models have been developed that study "mistakes" in 
general - not only “behavioural mistakes”. The assumption of these theories is that the 
worker is operating according to a sequence of actions, for which he could not do 
otherwise than make the act that allowed the error to manifest and determinate the 
event. What is labelled as “human error” is actually an organisational error and for this 
reason we must be able to trace the cause of the incident, in order to make a stronger 
system in the face of human fallibility. 
 
However, a single classification criterion does not exist although there have been 
numerous attempts over the years to frame the various methods of analysis of the error. 
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Heinrich’s studies have shown that a serious accident at work is preceded by an average of 29 minor personal injuries 

and 300 near- misses.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

N° ACCIDENT WITH INJURIES  
TOTAL GRAVITY 

N° ACCIDENT WITH INJURIES  
NOT TOTAL GRAVITY 

N° ACCIDENT WITHOUT INJURIES  
DANGEROUS CONDITIONS OR NEAR 
MISSES 

Figure 1 Heinrich HW (1931). Industrial accident prevention: a scientific approach. McGraw-Hill. 

 
In 1996, Bird pointed out that for every serious accident, 10 incidents of gravity minor, 
30 accidents with damage to property and only about 600 near misses can identified. In 
1975 Pearson defined that for every fatal accident or serious injury can record 3 minor 
that involving absence from work for at least 3 days, 50 accidents involving the use of a 
medication, only 80 accidents that caused material damage and 400 near-miss.  
All of this literature means that there are several studies readily available that 
demonstrate or affirm that the serious accident represents the tip of the iceberg. There 
are 1000 a year in the USA, and hidden under them are countless minor incidents and 
near-misses. The study of occupational safety business is essential in order to 
understand what the real extent of the injury problem.  
 
But we must emphasise how serious accidents, minor or near misses are the results, 
namely that remains downstream of one or more behaviours not errors, on which it is 
practically needless to intervene, except for the purpose of seeking liabilities.  
 
The introduction of B- BS allows a thorough company investigation of the accident in 
order to be able to give a qualitative estimate of the number of behaviours, or actions of 
insecurity, that represent the bottom of the iceberg. Here the organisation can still can 
intervene, through the process of observation, do an analysis of the functional 
behaviour, the causes of the insecurity, rather than conducting a frantic search for the 
guilty. 
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2.4. The beginning of B-BS methodology 
It is difficult to pinpoint precisely the beginning of the field of behaviour-based safety as 
it is known today.  However, there was a flurry of work starting in the early 1970s. Fox, 
et. al. worked on open pit mining in Utah starting in 1972 where they showed that with 
the use of a token economy, improvement in safety results were maintained for over 12 
years. Komaki, et.al. showed the positive effects of feedback and reinforcement on the 
safety of bakery workers. Dr. Beth Sulzer- Azaroff, a true pioneer in the field of 
behaviour-based safety, published the first of many articles on behaviour- based safety 
in the Journal of Organisational Behaviour Management in 1978. The article was titled, 
“Behavioural ecology and accident prevention.” Her chapter, “Behavioural Approaches 
to Occupational Health and Safety,” in Handbook of Organisational Behaviour 
Management by Fredericksen, remains to this day one of the best explanations of 
behaviour-based safety. This is by no means an exhaustive history of the early work in 
the field of behaviour-based safety. Many others have contributed substantially to the 
evolution of the practice. McSween (1995), a behaviour analyst, who authored The 
Values- Based Safety Process: Improving Your Safety Culture with a Behavioural 
Approach, and Geller, who wrote Working Safe have had a significant impact on the 
field in the past two decades. There is some argument as to the origination of the term   
“behaviour-based safety.” Some say Geller but many others say it was Dan Petersen. 
The evidence seems to favour Petersen who wrote 17 safety books before his death in 
2007, and was probably the best-known safety professional in the United States. In 
1978 he wrote, Safety Management: A Human Approach and referred to the research 
and writings of B.F. Skinner, the father of behaviour analysis. It is clear that behaviour 
analysis is the scientific foundation of the field. As Krause (1997) so aptly states,” …the 
phrase behaviour-based safety refers strictly to the use of applied behaviour analysis 
methods to achieve continuous improvement in safety performance.” 
 

2.5. The object of the B-BS 
A scientific discipline is characterised by its object; that must be observable and 
measurable. The purpose of a science is to predict and control natural phenomena 
under investigation. This is the reason why words like mind, will, wisdom or information 
have quite no place in the B-BS protocol, whose object of study is behaviour, 
measureable in terms of frequency, latency, duration and intensity. In fact, it is possible 
to measure the time occurring between the view of a signal and the beginning of the 
corrective action, just like it is possible to measure how long a worker wears the 
protective gloves or the frequency with which a driver keeps accelerating when he sees 
the traffic light becoming red. In the B-BS protocol the measurement of outcomes (e.g. 
injuries) is distinguished from the measurement of behaviours (wearing a mask, keeping 
eyes on cutter, wearing the seat safety belt). The latter are considered the precursors of 
the former. For this reason, in the BBS protocol, the measurement of the occurrence of 
results aims to evaluate the effectiveness of behaviour modification. On the contrary, 
many false applications of the methodology use such measurements to take decisions, 
often using sanctions. Therefore it is not possible to operate on outcomes, but it is 
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necessary to operate on behaviours. However, a strong theoretical background is 
necessary to correctly implement the B-BS protocol. Sometimes, the protocol is poorly 
applied only considering results, without measuring and reinforcing the several 
behaviours that produced those results. Another common mistake is to try to directly 
modify “not-behaviours” (e.g. “don’t smoke in the forbidden areas”). Natural sciences 
are also called positive sciences because they aim to modify real occurring events 
rather than not occurring events. B-BS implies a radical change in the common sense 
about “human factor” and “human error”.  
 
Main elements of this are summarised in Table I. 
 

 
 

Key:  
P+: increase in punishments (or negative reinforcements);  
R+: increase in reinforcement (or feedbacks). 

Table 1. B-BS elements: without/with 

 
It is clear that we need to re-define many of the evanescent terms commonly used in 
the language of safety. This is the only way to make them suitable for the scientific 
analysis and to use them as measurable dependent variables. In the B-BS protocol the 
expression culture of safety defines a framework of coherent reinforcing contingencies 
that operate on the behaviours of a group: a team, a company or even an entire 
community. Similarly, values are defined as the whole spectrum of verbal affirmations 
and rules that prescribe how to behave within a culture. In this way it is possible to 
count, predict and modify motor behaviours, as well as so-called cognitive and 
emotional behaviours. This is why B-BS is also known as the “the values based safety 
process”. 
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2.6. Why does exist a Scientific European B-BS Congress? 
The rational of an Annual Scientific B-BS Congress, lies in the need to spread laws and 
principles of the behavioural science. It is of particular significance that the congress is 
European because Europe is particularly late in the spread and application of the 
protocol. In fact, despite the B-BS has gradually established itself throughout the world 
since the 70s, it remained relatively unknown by most European companies, and 
especially by Italian ones for a long period of time. One of the causes for this situation is 
due to the small dimension of most of the Italian companies. These small companies 
cannot allocate human and economic resources to get knowledge about methodologies 
that are often spread and shared only in specific congresses, academic courses and 
safety meetings most of the times abroad. Since the first edition of Human Factor & 
Behaviour- Based Safety European Congress the scene radically changed. Hundreds 
of companies could, for the first time, approach to reports, experimental evidences, 
debates and round tables about behavioural safety. Thousand of Italian and European 
companies, even middle sized, could easily approach to articles, documents and texts 
in their native language, and access to qualified training about it. Even in academic and 
associative fields, there are more opportunities to learn the laws and scientific 
paradigms B-BS protocol is based on. The Behaviour Analysis has become a subject of 
study in dedicated courses and in PhDs. There are now tens of degree theses on safety 
engineering or on behavioural psychology in USA. ISPESL, AIAS, CINEAS, Industrial 
unions, the major regions of Northern Italy, ASL, and Institutions active in the security 
field have concluded cooperation agreements with the Italian Scientific Society for the 
B-BS, AARBA (Association for the Advancement of Radical Behaviour Analysis), to 
encourage the dissemination and application of B-BS processes within the Italian 
companies for the on the job safety and wellness of their workers. 
 
Thanks to this rapid development more than 50,000 workers in Italy actually are, or are 
going, to be under active processes of behavioural security. The annual European 
Congress of B-BS was established in Italy since 2006 and each year it attracts 
participants not only from Italy, but also from other European, Mediterranean countries. 
The Congress became the most important in the world, after the one in the USA. 
 

2.7. The Method and the Components of Behaviour-Based 
Safety 

Behaviour Analysis is the scientific study of behaviour. Its primary objective is the 
discovery of principles and laws that govern behaviour. Applied behaviour analysis is 
the application of the principles and laws discovered by the basic science to problems 
of living to increase the effectiveness of individuals, groups, companies and 
governments. The method used to discover these effective practices is the scientific 
method. The scientific method is a process that involves the following steps: 

I. Identifying a problem; 

II. Collecting objective data; 
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III. Developing hypotheses; 

IV. Testing those hypotheses by controlled experimentation; 

V. Drawing conclusions from the data; 

VI. Applying the findings to test the hypotheses in similar situations. 

These steps must be repeatable in order to dependably predict any future results. It 
requires that all data and procedures are fully documented in such a way that other 
scientists are able to reproduce the results by using the same processes. Such an 
objective process reduces biased interpretation of the results. The steps are: 

• Pinpoint; 

• Measure; 

• Feedback; 

• Reinforce; 

• Evaluate. 

 
This model is easy to apply in businesses and with this model, we can apply it to all 
problems/opportunities that arise in safety and all other parts of the organisation as it 
meets all the criteria of the scientific method listed above. As Geller (1996) says, “A 
psychology of safety must be based on rigorous research, not common sense or 
intuition.” Many ineffective practices initiated in the name of behaviour-based safety are 
due to a lack of understanding of the science of behaviour analysis. 
 
The concrete realisation of a security process, based on the behaviours in the 
workplace, is divided into distinct and successive phases in the following order: 

• The documentary analysis of past accidents and cataloguing of behaviours and / 
or conditions in which they occurred, the drafting of a questionnaire and 
conducting interviews on incidents and safety practices in place; 

• The establishment of a steering group and the project within the company, 
consisting of transversely by several functions (management, security, labour, 
operational), the training on Behaviour Based Safety for the group of project, the 
presentation of the safety project, based on behaviour, in all personnel involved 
company (production executives, middle managers, technicians and workers); 

• The identification of “pinpointing” behaviour (i.e. a propriety process that helps to 
identify those behaviours likely to be involved in the next incident in each asset, 
based on historical data) at the base of accidents more frequent and more serious 
ones, the construction of the ad hoc lists for different departments and/or types of 
processing to be used in the process of behavioural safety that is being set up; 

• The realisation of a fulfilment group for the supervision and monitoring of the 
process of behaviour-based safety, the realisation of groups of observers, usually 
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composed on a voluntary basis, mainly by the workers themselves, the training 
techniques of observation / assessment to all observers; 

• The training on technical leadership/feedback to all observers, the assessment 
(behavioural observation and following recording) of safety behaviours on the 
workplace, usually made with a time sampling; 

• The functional analysis of safety behaviours detected (detection of the 
antecedents and consequences in place of responsible risk-taking behaviour as 
well as the safe ones); 

• The realisation of reinforcement schemes for the development and maintenance 
of safe behaviour; 

• The analysis of results and development of lists of observation and patterns of 
reinforcement, feedbacks and meetings 

• The implementation of the schemes intermittent reinforcement of behaviours and 
strategies for the maintenance of the safety process behaviour over time.  

 
In practice, the realisation of a shared culture and a stable safety is the result of 
applying a precise protocol, very rigorous and the application of this is largely entrusted 
to the workers themselves, under the supervision and, above all, the active involvement 
of board and management. 
 

2.8. Certification Standard: focus on “Standard B-BS 
Requirements” 

Publication of Italian legislative decree 81/08, which redesigns legislation in this field 
and defines the parameters for practical implementation of the expanded legislation on 
corporate governance (Italian legislative decree 231/01), has focused attention on 
worker health and safety, a matter of great topical interest to all companies. 
The actual adoption and effective implementation of a management system has 
obvious positive repercussions, of both an ethical and economic/organisational nature; 
this is the context in which the international standard BS OHSAS 18001 was developed, 
as a model to manage health and safety problems, following in the footsteps of the 
more well-known quality and environmental management systems, through an 
approach aimed at prevention and continual improvement. 
 
An Occupational Health and Safety Management System enables problems related to 
safety at work to be dealt with, through an a priori assessment of the risks and their 
reduction by means of preventive action based on a continuous improvement 
programme. 
 
Certification of an Occupational Health and Safety Management System, according to 
BS OHSAS 18001 standards (Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series), is a 
tool through which to manage problems related to safety in the workplace, by drawing 
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up specific objectives and policies on the basis of the hazards and associated risks 
potentially present in the workplace.  
 
This management concept, in line with that of industry aimed at motivating its human 
resources, plays an important role in the assessment of a company’s assets, as dealing 
with problems related to quality of life and work safety in a coordinated way provides an 
opportunity to harmonise personnel development, productivity and motivation.  
The standard defines the proper planning of safety conditions so as to ensure “healthy” 
company management and compliance with mandatory legal requirements, taking into 
account also the safety of visitors as well as all those who work on behalf of the 
company. 
 
By implementing a stringent and effective management system according to BS 
OHSAS 18001, the following advantages are to be had:  

• Reduced number of accidents through preventive action to minimise professional 
risks during all the work phases; 

• Identification of and compliance with the applicable health and safety legislation; 

• Enhancement of sites and/or buildings; 

• Reduced management costs and proper human resources management; 

• Positive influence on the company’s prestige and image; 

• Credibility in the eyes of all those who work on behalf of the company. 

 
RINA, in line with its role as market leader in certification and conformity assessment, 
makes a safety management system in compliance with the B-BS Requirements 
Standard, available to its clients as part of its wide range of management systems. 
The B-BS is the only scientific and evidence-based Standard to reduce injury, 
professional diseases and accidents at work, which are caused in over 80% of cases by 
dangerous behaviour. 
 
In 2012, RINA has developed this technical procedural guideline, defined by the top 
institutions in the field of B-BS, in particular the European AARBA (Association for the 
Advancement of Radical Behaviour Analysis) and the American CCBS (Cambridge 
Centre for Behavioural Studies) in order to create a social system and a safety culture 
within an organisation, aimed at eliminating unsafe behaviour with the minimum amount 
of external action or disciplinary measures.  
 
The Standard is compatible and can be fully integrated with the BS OHSAS 18001 
Standard for Safety Management Systems and with the ISO 14001 Standard for 
Environmental Management Systems and focuses in particular on the process that 
identifies, measures, manages and encourages safe worker behaviour. 
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The main aspect of the B-BS is the identification and observation of critical behaviour. A 
key figure for effective implementation of a B-BS process is that of observer, a figure 
specially trained to observe whether certain behaviour “potentially at risk” is dealt with 
correctly or critically. In relation to each observation, the observers will be required to 
give the workers feedback concerning the behaviour adopted, to make them aware of 
the risks they are taking and the progress they can effectively make. 
 

2.9. B-BS Consolidation’s Areas  
The B-BS has been shown in any working its effectiveness in terms of objective, 
through the reduction or elimination of accidents in a large number of companies and a 
wide type of work all over the world. There are some consistent and fundamental 
components of each behavioural program, and this approach has been widely 
described. 
 
It will be possible to see countless applications the B-BS protocol, within many 
different business sectors such as facility, building, process industries, power 
plants, chemical companies, pharmaceutical, healthcare and food. Today there are 
at least fifty plants of companies that have started the B-BS application in Italy, such as 
Embraco, DIAB, Heineken, Whirlpool, Techint. 
 
Companies that have in recent years begun the process of behavioural safety are 
starting to reap the benefits: the number of injuries and dressings - at the same hours 
worked - is decreasing in all plants where the process is present. 
 
Some examples: 
 

I. Embraco Europe, manufacturer of compressors – Plant in Riva – Chieri 
(Torino) 

“The B-BS protocol was applicable and effective. It still has room for improvement, but 
the process has already shown its effects already a few months after the 
implementation lowering both the rate of injuries and medications, “said Gianpiero Leva, 
Safety Officer Embraco Europe, Brazilian subsidiary of the multinational manufacturer 
of compressors with more than 400 employees at its plant in Riva di Chieri (TO). 
Embraco has initiated the B-BS process in its factory from 2010 to 2011; a reduction 
from 14 to 9 injuries has been observed and first aids from 180 to 62. At the same 
number of hours worked an important reduction concerns first aids: a first aid reduction 
of 34% from 180 to 62, from 2010 to 2011. 
“With this method it is possible to spread the safety culture, or even creating a work 
environment where everyone put safety first, creating a safety relationship between 
colleagues at work”, says Leva. 
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II. DIAB, manufacturer of composite panels – Plant Longarone 

“The recent history of the Diab Longarone talks about injury rates ranged from high 
values and low values. From 2009 onwards there was a marked decrease in the 
‘frequency index, i.e. number of accidents per million hours worked,” Toni Barp states in 
the acts, Plant Manager, and Sebastiano Cannata, Head of Security, which have 
implemented the protocol B-BS in the plant of Longarone Diab. The plant employs 
about 200 people in the production of panels for marine and energy industry. Moreover, 
“there’s been the longest period without an injury in the history of Diab in the last 15 
years – 160 days – and also a decrease in medication: 29 in 2010, 19 in 2011, until 
April 4, 2012”. 
 
III. Heineken Italy, manufacturer of beer – 4 Factories in Italy 

“Heineken has launched a plan in 2010 to become the largest green brewer in the 
world: Brewing a Better Future. The BBS is one of the elements to achieve this goal,” 
said Alessandro Merlo, Safety Manager for Heineken Italy. “In these first five months of 
implementation the number of accidents with no disability decreased by 47%,” says 
Merlo in International BBS Congress. 
 
 
IV. Whirlpool EMEA, a manufacturer of household appliances – 4 Factories in 

Italy 

“The first results we have found, a few months following the project in the pilot plant, 
with a general increase in safe behaviour in terms of frequency, especially in areas of 
the primary processes of moulding and machining of metal and assembling products. In 
these departments was also recorded, immediately, a rapid increase in the use of 
Personal Protective Equipment “, they write in the acts Alberto Testi, HSE Senior 
Manager EMEA at Whirlpool. “After 4 months of fieldwork, we also recorded a 
substantial reduction steps in the infirmary, the first so-called AIDS that, over the 
previous year, have been halved. The reduction of accidents in the same wards was 
equal to 30% over the previous year.” 
 
V. Techint E & C, industrial buildings – Work in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 

“The Health, Safety and Environment are prime targets for Techint E & C,” says Canio 
Pietragallo, HSE Director of Techint. “The B-BS – continues Pietragallo – has enabled 
us to achieve brilliant results in terms of millions of hours without accidents and Strong 
Commitment to the safety of both the top management of Site Management Techint E & 
C. Applying the protocol B-BS we are confident to replicate in Yanbu (Saudi Arabia) the 
same exciting success of Damietta in Egypt.” 
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2.10. Success factors 
Regard t 
o the success factors, it is possible to identify a hierarchy of importance. Each 
application of B-BS methodology in the industrial sector shows its scale of success 
factors, which are important to analyse in order to organise the protocol and decide 
where to concentrate the action of the change. 
The success factors of the B-BS implementation are aimed to the achieving of the 
degree of reliability for the two indexes: 

1. The quality of the observed data (measured), which is calculated by the 
frequency of observations (the so called, in B-BS terminology, the coefficient of 
reliability); 

2. The commitment of two important jobs during the execution of the protocol: the 
observer and the safety leader. 

In the industrial sector the success factors are: 

• Language: in an industrial plant, all of the employees usually speak the same 
idiom; 

• Low turnover: this means high control of B-BS procedures, familiarity, to be close 
to the colleagues;  

• Repetitiveness of working actions: in any industrial assembly/production line, this 
means homogeneity and learning speed by workers during the training; 

• High specialisation of job: it reduces the observation area and makes it easier to 
be observed. 

• Working in team: linked to the low turnover and to the specialisation of job, 
working in team means for each person works with the same colleagues 
everyday, all the day. 

• Same environment: it suggests self-control, for the workers, during their B-BS 
observations, knowledge of the work place and related contingent risks.  

As far as we know, in general, the scenario is rather different in the marine sector. We 
are going to analyse one by one the industrial success factors, comparing with the 
marine ones. 
 

• Language: all of the workers usually speak different idiom; 

• High turnover: the maritime workers make long journeys, but they always stop 
over in different places and the team, in general, is changing. This could mean 
low control of B-BS procedures, unfamiliarity and lack of sharing of practices.  

• Repetitiveness of working actions: it could be partial true for maritime workers as 
well, but the high turnover slow the possible success of B-BS, because it means 
distinction of training and loss of time in training and finally, the working actions 
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are different depending on which reality we are going to realise the pilot 
application (cargo, ro-ro pax, cruise.); 

• High specialisation of job: it could be partial true for maritime workers as well, but 
the negative element for success it could be the large observation area (ship, 
terminal, not a production line area.) and the difficulty to be observed. 

• Working in team: linked to the high turnover and to the specialisation of job, for 
maritime workers it could be difficult working in team, they usually work under 
stress, far from home and subjected to continuous changes of colleagues. 

• Environment: as far as we know the environments are considered hostile and 
harsh in all of the sites (ship, terminal, cargo, offshore LNG,). 

 
 
 
Ultimately, it’s difficult to find the same success factors in the marine domain. Please 
see the following summary: 
 

SUCCESS FACTOR INDUSTRIAL DOMAIN MARINE DOMAIN 

Language FIXED CHANGING 

Turnover LOW HIGH 

Repetitiveness of 
working actions PREVAILING MISSING 

Specialisation of job LOW HIGH 

Working in team PREVAILING MISSING 

Environment  FIXED-ORDINARY CHANGING-STRESS 

Table 2. Success factors (from industrial to marine domain) 

 

2.11. B-BS in Marine domain 
Shipping sector, characterised by different professionals, high staff rotations, different 
cultures, including passengers, visitors and crew, is very representative and very 
interesting for B-BS model application.  
 
It’s believed that such a model may not have sure efficacy results because of the lack of 
the success factors. The maritime environment is highly regulated and sensitive, but 
almost nothing it was been done on this issue. The application of international 
standards (Safety Management System, SOLAS in shipping) and national standards 
(L.271, L.272 Security and L.81) is definitely implemented but with factors of formality 
and often little substance, so that there isn’t a subsequent effectiveness of results. 
Analysis of companies’ accidents shows that the "human behaviour" (about 80% of 
accidents and adverse events typically derived from it) is the main cause. In the world of 
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port-work, like terminals and repair shipyards, the accident at workplace highlights a 
primary role in human behaviour. 
 
In port, ship and shore sites, usually known as "human intensive" and high-risk places, 
human behaviour is the challenge with a greater uncertainty of success and results.  
The model, that we are planning to implement in pilot applications, is characterised by 
the B-BS application to be developed in a pilot form and then to be tested in a many 
different scenarios for its validation and for its collecting data/information. 
This prototype will be based on the detection “at the beginning and at the end of a 
typical working day” the number and type of safety behaviours, that will be measured on 
an objective base. 
 
The process of B-BS prototype, started up in any organisation of industrial world must 
have followed these steps: 
 
1. Model definition: 

ü Analysis of previous injuries and identification of critical safe behaviours for that 
organisation, department by department, activity by activity; 

ü Program of feedback and incentives for employees - or those teams of workers 
– improving positive behaviours or keeping them constant; 

2. Application model: 

ü Employee involvement at all levels of the organisation, in planning and 
implementation B-BS process; 

ü Day by day target behaviour checklist by self-observation; 

ü Day by day detection of risks concerning plants and machinery and relative 
improvement plan apt to remove critical situation in workplace; 

3. Definition of application model: 

ü Monthly analysis of internal results 
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2.12. Expected Results 
Generally the expected result is a highly injuries reduction. The average result in any 
industrial domain of application of B-BS is a reduction of injuries by 40% (first year) and 
by 20% (following years) until reaching an asymptote of 0 (zero). 
 
The right application will lead to a positive scenario: 
 

FIRST YEAR 40% INJURIES REDUCTION 

SECOND YEAR  
20 % INJURIES REDUCTION 
(Over the first 40%, progressively in addition) 

THIRD YEAR 
FINAL APPLICATION 
PERIOD AND FINAL 
VERIFICATION  

100% INJURIES REDUCTION 
(ZERO INJURIES) 

Table 3. Standard B-BS results in industrial domain. 

 
We expect a percentage reduction, but lacking the whole of the success factors like in 
land domain. Getting to the point, we could think in a reduction, even though almost 
certainly it will be lower in marine domain, which is known as more risky, hazardous, 
stressful and more exposed to extra-ordinary situations. 
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3. Conclusion 
In general, in the basis of the industrial experiences in over 30 years (American and 
Italian implementations), we could say that: if used correctly and consistently its 
application creates a culture where: 

• Crew members on each ship take responsibility for their own and each other’s 
safety; 

• Unsafe acts and conditions are not tolerated. 

 
Behavioural safety should aim to develop a culture in which crew members take 
responsibility for their own and each other's safety.  This relies upon peer pressure - 
crew members need to be prepared to challenge and be challenged by their colleagues, 
though not in a confrontational manner.  It is a key principle of behavioural safety that 
officers can be observed by ratings - it is not a "top-down" policy.  Everyone may be 
observed by everyone else. 
 
Behavioural safety policies should usually also encourage crew members to recognise 
and report unsafe acts and unsafe conditions - whether of not they result in harm.  An 
"unsafe act / unsafe condition" form may be used for such reporting. 
 
The effective implementation of a behavioural safety system requires management 
commitment and leadership by example. However it should avoid micro-management of 
staff and in order to ensure 'buy in’ it must also include commitment of crew members to 
the implementation of health and safety policies and programmes. 
 
A behavioural safety system should not replace the safety management system or any 
other Safe Working Practice Program. A behavioural safety policy should be developed 
incorporating the following elements: 

• Clearly defined expectations 

• Good communication 

• Clear leadership 

• Risk awareness 

• Accountability of all involved personnel 

• Established safety culture 

• Effective knowledge management 

 
Behavioural safety systems cannot work in isolation and will fail unless they form part of 
a sound safety management system that addresses the following issues: 
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• The organisation should have and open and just culture 

• Management should be totally committed to supporting the system and allowing it 
to work, providing sufficient time and resources for those involved 

• The system must be easy to understand and implement 

• Everyone must have the opportunity to contribute and be involved 

• Training should include everyone and should be practical and interactive 

• Feedback to individuals must be open, prompt, timely and meaningful 

• Statistics must be regularly and prominently issued and communicated 

 
Finally it is of paramount importance for the effectiveness of a BBS that it is integrated 
within a company's SMS (Safe Management System) and safety culture. It is a new 
challenge but it should be noted that feedback so far indicates positive land-based 
results. 
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